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Inquisitors. The Spanish eighteenth-century cookery books
were of an amazing complexity and variety of all kinds.
Whole milk lambs stuffed with pineapple, truffles, pistachio
nuts, larks' breasts, green and red pimenti . . . and pearls
. * * one lamb to each guest, were the merest simple
beginnings of meals when the king and a few of his dukes
could still jingle coins in their pockets. But I am not thinking
of Royal Courts or restaurants near the Gate of the Sun in
Madrid; I am thinking of Spain as a possible member of
the Federated Commonwealths of Small Producers that I
hope you will one day be founding—the Spain of the
proper Spaniards, leading their proud, stern, and solitary
lives in the folds of that mass of purple rust-red that for ever
confronts Africa.
§
The last time I came through the Straits of Gibraltar—in
the enjoyable, vanished, white Providence of the Fabre line—
the ship hove-to off the Rock. And I got infinite joy watching
for hours, in the completely lucid water that was lit up by
the reflection of the sunshine from the white sand of the
bottom . . . watching the innumerable dolphins that drifted
in shoals round and round the ship, hanging in space, and
then dived clean under the keel and round and round
again.
It was because the rays darted upwards and gilded the
forms of those graceful, fishlike beasts, a spectacle so en-
grossing that I completely forgot Rock, Peninsula, and
Continent and spent the greater part of my stay hanging
over the side of the vessel—forgetting not only my own
troubles, of which I had a peck, but also those of a world
that had more than sufficient.
The dolphin is a slim, elegant creature. Seen from the
side its profile resembles that of the saw-fish, but with the
snout much less developed. Like the puma it is the friend of
man, and is said to be obedient to him when soothed by
music. But it in no way resembles the creature that, in the
paintings of the ancients and the Italian Renaissance,
carries Arion over the waves on mural decorations, heraldic

